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Executive Summary

2 pages
Followsat the end of the process.
Focuses on the mainfour strategic questionswithregards to Engagement with the Private Sector

(EPS)
-

The Why - Rationale for Engaging withthe Private Sector (EPS)

-

The What - Definition and delimitations (incËudinga box with the definition of EPS)

join forces within an impact-driven developmentintervention. Both sides – publicand private–
have ownershipof the joint project and act in a symmetric relationship.The co-ownership of the
intervention differentiates EPS from other forms of interactions with the private sector such as

mandates to the private sector or Private Sector Developmentinterventions.

SDC can delegate its own role in the EPS Partnership to an implementer, if implementers expllcitly act

on behalfof SDC in a symmetric partnershipwith privatesector partners, this is considered as an EPS

project as well. Private sector partners are expected to contribute in cash and/or in-kind to an EPS
project. In-kind contributions count as cash-equivalent if they can be activated in line with international

accountingstandards. For reasons of monitoringand qualityassurance, every projectthat includes
EPS sub-componentsand EPS partialactions is considered an EPS project.

Most of SDC’s multilateral partners have their own strategies for engagement with the private sector.
SDC supports its multilateralpartners in their EPS endeavors. EPS initiatives of multilateral partners

that are specificallysupported by SDC count as EPS project as well,

The Who – The Private Sector actors withwhom SDC partners with
The How –the modalitiesof Engagingwith the Private Sector and of promotingEPS across
SDC’s

bilateral and multilateral operations
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Foreword
This is an internaltechnicaldocument. intendedto providestrategic guidance to SDC staff in the field
and at the headquartersto plan, steer and evaluate projects implemented in cooperation with the
private sector.

SDC interacts with the private sector in many ways, ranging from the provision of goods and services,
to the implementation of mandates adjudicated through calls for proposals, and dialogue at national
and international level about private sector policies related to aspects of sustainable development.

This Strategic Guidance focuses on a specific modalityof interaction with the private sector -

summed up as Engagement with the Private Sector (EPS). It describes a cooperation in which
SDC and one or several private sector partnersjoin forces to achieve a common developmentimpact,
Both sides – public and private – have ownership of the joint project and act in a symmetric
relationship. The co-ownership of the intervention differentiates EPS from other forms of interactions
with the private sector. Fhis guidance does not cover Swiss engagement in global policy dËaloguefora

such as the Organisationfor Economic Cooperation and Development(OECD) or other multilateral

institutions.These global policy dialogue activities of SDC are referenced in as far as they are relevant

to the centralsubject of this guidance: developmentprojects. l

Commented [BGR2]: Diverging views have been
expressed whether to keep or delete this sentence

This Strategic Guidance will be periodicallyupdated or revised in order to take into account new
developments.The next update is foreseen in 2023, in order to guide the strategic orientationsof the
next Strategy for International Cooperation 2025-2028 as well new learnings and operational
developments.

1.

Engagement with the Private Sector at SDC
1.1

International and national framework

The overarchinginternationalframeworkfor internationalcooperation is provided by the Agenda 2030

for Sustainable Development,including its 17 Goals and theAddis Ababa Action Agenda. These
are complementedby specific frameworks and sets of principlescovering specific aspects of working
withthe private sector, such as the Ten Principles of the Global Compact of the UN1, the UN Guiding
Principleson Business and Human Rights2,the Guidelines on Responsible Business Conduct of the
OECD3, the principlesfor Private Sector Engagement of the Global Partnership for Effective
DevelopmentCooperation (GPEDC)4 and the Blended Finance principles of the OECD5, Specific
standards exist aIso for the financial sector resp. for financial investors.6

At the nationallevel, the Federal law on developmentcooperation and humanitarian aid, the Federal
law on cooperationwith Eastern Europe, the related ordonnances as well as the Federal Dispatches
on InternationalCooperation is the main reference framework.At the time of writing thisdocument, the

dispatch2017-2020is being implemented
and the Federal Dispatch on the Strategy for

International Cooperation 2021.2024 is beingfinalized. Besides the use of traditionalEPS
approaches, it foresees the use of innovativefinancial instrumentsin order to increase the volume of
public-private cooperation in fragile contexts.

1 See !)ttps://www.unqlobalcompact.orqMrat-is.qcMlissiQnMn.ciplqq
2 See https://www.ohchr.orq/documents/publications/GuidinqprinciplesBusinesshr

eN.pdf

3 See https://mnequidelines.oecd.orq/OEC[>Due-Diliqence-GuËdance-for-Responsible-Business-Conduct.pdf

4 See http://effectivecooperation.org/our-work/2017-201 &proqramrr19=of-work/p.riN?te-sectorenqaqement.through-development-
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Other importantframeworkdocuments in the area of workingwiththe private sector are the National
Action Plan on Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR)7, the NationalAction Plan for Business and
Human Rights8and the Green Economy Report9.

1.2

History

For decades, the SDC has seized opportunitiesto partnerwith private sector actors to further its
development goals, The Strategy for International Cooperation (Dispatch) 2017-20, called for a

substantial increase in Engagement with the Private Sector. 10The Competence Center for the
Engagementwith the Private Sector (GEP) was created and initiated operations at the

beginning of 2017, supportingSDC in its effortsto set up new EPS projects of high quality. In 2018,
SDC Senior Managementmandated the CEP to develop a strategic guidance for the modality
-Engagementwith the Private Sector”, which set offa number of learning processes that were
completed in 2019. The end product is the present document,

An example of an early EPS project: Medicines for MalariaVenture, co-funded by the Global
Program Health of SDC
To counteractthe increasing problemof drug resistance and to accelerate the eliminationof
malaria, the Geneva-based Medicinesfor MalariaVenture (MMV) drives the discovery.

development and implementation of new antimalarial drugs. Working with pharmaceutical,
academic and partners from affected countries, MMV reduces costs and ensures affordable and
equitable access to quality medicines by vulnerable groups at risk of malaria, in particular children
and pregnant women. Starting in the late 1990s, drug development projects for diseases of the poor
moved increasingly from the public domain to newly established public-private partnerships, which

became known as Product DevelopmentPartnerships (PDPs). MMV was launched as one of the

first PDPs in 1999 with initial seed money from the SDC, the British Department for International

Development,the Government of the Netherlands, the World Bank and the Rockefeller Foundation.
MMV has establishedthe strongest malariadrug developmentpipeline in history. Prior to MMVs
inception in 1999, there were five biological targets against which malaria drugs were being
developed. Since that time, 21 new targets have been validated - 19 of these with the support of

MMV. Since 2010, 17 pre-clinicaldrug candidates have been brought forwardfrom MMV discovery
research, 15 of which have progressed into clinical development.

1.3

Lessons learnt

The experiences from early years have provideda wealthof lessons to be used in designing new EPS
initiatives.The most importantare:
• in EPS projects specific attentionis needed to bridgethe differentcultures and mind-sets of the
partners. The project set-up is often more complex than in usual project mandates or contributions

(see Annex Vl for a descriptionof the differentpossible set-ups in EPS projects). The public side is
often concerned about the possible reputational risks, whereas for the private side administrative

procedures mightbecome cumbersome. All involved partners need to leave their comfort zone,
adapt internalprocedures, and be willing to undergo risks, while puttingin place suitable
mechanisms to mitigate these risks,

7 NationalAction Plan 20152019 and draft NationalAction Plan 2020.2023 (in the approval process), see www.csr.admin.ch
8 See «Principes directeurs de l’ONU relatifsaux entreprises et aux droits de I'homme, Plan d’action nationalde la Suisse 20202023>, w#w.nap-bhr.admin.ch

9 See Report <Grüne Wirtschaft- Massnahmen des Bundes für eine ressourcenschonende, zukunftsfähigeSChweizB

https://www.bafu.aqi.rpin.ch/b afu/de/home/therp9.W [!schaft-konsum/facF]informglionen/gruenewirtschaft.html
10in parallel. a Concept for the increased mobilizaüon of the private sector for dimatefriendly investments in developing
countries has been approved in 2019 by the Interdepartmental Platform on Funding Intemaüonal Cooperation on Environmental
and Climate lssues (PLAFICO).
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Successful partnerships require considerable upfront time investment to establish mutual trust and
clarify values, expectations and roles among the different actors. Therefore, it is meaningful and

efficËentto buildon this initialinvestmentand seek to progressively establish different projects

with the same privatesector partner. Moreover,a partner management system needs to be
established in order to ensure a coordinated approach towards the private sector partners,

To be successful. EPS projects must be perceived as a joint endeavor by the involvedpartners. In
order to achieve a high motivationand mobilizationof resources on all sides, the benefit of the
partnership and of the specific project must be clearly spelled out for each partner.

The “rules of the game”, the steeringand decision mechanisms for the implementationphase of

•

an EPS project as well as the rules for external communication need to be agreed11. All partners
must participate actively in the steering of the project.
Planning and implementing EPS projects requires certain new skills. Therefore, suitable capacity

building must be put in place for SDC staff. In case of particularlycomplex EPS formats, it is
recommended to consult external experts or to foresee external solutions.

•

Even promisingEPS projects can fail in the planningphase due to a lack of geographic and

thematic match between the SDC and the private sector partner. Up to a certain extent, this
problem can be solved through the creation of flexible modalities of support.

1.4 Current Status
SDC has an important volume of EPS projects. Between the beginning of 2017 and mid-2019, SDC
has managed a totalportfolioof 73 EPS projects. As per 30 June 2019, 62 partnerships were still
active, induding a total SDC engagement of CHF 312 million. SDC is thus on track towards reaching
its own goal of doubling the number of EPS projects within the period of the Dispatch 2017-202012.
Figure 1 gives an overview on the sectors of engagement in EPS projects.
• Health
• Migration
• Water
• Employmentand Econ. Developm
B Climate change and Envlronm
• FocxJ Security and Nutrition

a Basic Educ. And Vocational Skills
Other themes

Figure 1: EPS portfolio(active projects as per June 2019) by sector of engagement

1.5

Potential for increased Engagement

The potential for increased SDC Engagement with the Private Sector depends heavily on the
alignment of interests, on the availability of relevant skills, and on the (political) will of the actors
involved. Seizing the potential means strengthening skills and networks and fostering positive
experiences. To date, SDC’s EPS partnerships were developed through what might be called “planned
11Depending on the format of the project, the agreement can be legally binding (contract) or non-binding (Memorandum of
Understanding),

12The baseline at the beginningof 2017 consisted of 40 EPS projects. Therefore, the objective is to reach the cumulative value
of 80 EPS projects by the end of 2020. out of which around 60 might be still active by the end of 2020.
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opportunism”. In the future a more ëystematic way of identifying new EPS opportunities is foreseen

(see chapter2.5)

BilateralOperations and Global Programmes

EPS is a means to an end, a modality,a way of working. It has no geographic or thematicfocus of its
own, but supports the existing strategies of SDC. To set realistictargets, SDC has made a first
estimationof the potential for engagement with the private sector in its bilateral operations and
global programmes. The estimate buildson strategic workshops13in some SDC’s cooperation offices
and in global programmedivisions. The potentialrefers to the percentage of projects thatcould be
realized in partnership with the private sector in a long-term perspective.14 The assessment relies on
estimates of the EPS potential for typical domains of intervention of SDC programs, taking into
account the specificity of fragile contexts and the different suitability of the 17 SDGs with regard to

privatesector engagement. Based on a combinationof these factors, it should be realistic, in the longterm, to implement 17-27% of all SDC’s operations in collaboration with the private sector15 (see

Annex IV for more details). These estlmateswillbe continuouslyverified and adjusted in the future.

“EPS in the Nexus“: IFC Private Sector Engagement Kakuma, Kenya, co.funded by the Eastern

and Southern Africa Division of SDC

The project is implemented by the International Finance CorporatIon (IFC) and seeks to attract private

sector solutionsfor refugees and hostcommunitiesthroughcatalyzing private investments. Kenya is
the tenth largest refugee hosting country in the world. Almost 200'000 refugees live in camps in
Kakuma and near Kalobeyei, often in a situation of protracted displacement. Thanks to improved

services, potentiallylowerprices and new jobs, refugees and hostcommunities willbenefitfrom new
economicopportunitiesand capacitËes,enhanced self-esteem, dignityand empowerment. In order to
respond to the potentials and challenges in Kakuma and Kalobeyei in a market-oriented way, a three

pillarprogramwas launched:a challengefund to spur growth ofsocial enterprises,the localprivate
sector and other Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) willingto ensure a long-termpresence in the

area;policy engagement and advocacy for betterframeworkconditionsfor refugees;and hands-on
support to corporates willing to invest in the region. The program complements Swiss experience

in addressing forced displacement with a development approach, while ensuring adequate protection,
Before starting with the program implementation, a thorough assessment of the lodal context was
conducted in order to ensure that the program and the market actors will not exacerbate conflicts, but
rather contribute to social cohesion. The program was developed in consultation with the State
Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO), which has the institutional responsibility for the overall Swiss

relationshipwith IFC,

The developmentof EPS projects is not limitedexclusively to SDC priority countries. The dran Federal
Dispatchof InternationalCooperation 2021-2024foresees the possibilityto use up to 10a/,of the
bilateral development funds outside SDC priority countries, as long as the projects take place in
SDC’s main regions of interventions,i.e. SuI>Sahara Africa, MiddleEast and Northern Africa, Asia
and Eastern Europe. These funds can be used for selected strategic priorities of SDC, such as EPS.
Multilateral Institutions
SD(, is memberand supporter of numerousmultilateralorganizations, both in the areas of

development cooperation and humanitarian aid, and participates in several multi-donor trust funds and

initlatives,which are linked to or hosted by multilateralinstitutions.Specifically, SDC supports UN

organizations, International Financing Institutions(IFls), and thematic funds such as the International
13So called EPS 100 workshops (see Annex VII).
14in a long-termperspective, there are less constraintsrelated to adapting SDC’s project portfolio(as currentlyorbgoing
projects willbe phased out or evolve into new projects). Moreover, it is assumed that the necessary bases for optimally
engagingwiththe privatesector (e.g. withregards to intemalskills and availablenetworks) will be available,
15This resonates with experiences of other donor agencies. For instance, the United States Agency for Intemational
Development (USAI D) sees a mid-term potential for EPS in around 30% of their projects.
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Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), the Green Climate Fund (GCF), or the United Nations

Capital DevelopmentFund (UNCDF), Several multilateralpartners of SDC have an own strategyfor
engaging with the private sector. As EPS is a topic of strategic relevance for most multilateral

institutions,
the potentialfor SDC to support EPS initiatives in the multilateral space is estimated
at least as high as in the bilateral domains. See Annex IV for more details

2.

Vision and strategic orientation

2.1

Vision and Strategic Objectives

SDC’s vision is to contribute to sustainable developmentby increasingly engaging with the

private sector to foster innovation and achieve greater impact, including in difficultand fragile
contexts. If the expected outcome of an EPS partnershipdoes not contributeto achievingthis vision,
SD(, will not engage in such a partnership. Key Performance Indicators will be used in steering the
EPS portfolio accordËngly (see Annex VII).

In quantitative
terms,SDC’s medium-termstrategic objective is to reach a criticalmass of EPS

projects.The objectiveof 120 active EPS projects by the end of 2024 is ambitious, but achievable
This willcorrespond to around 10% of all SDC projects,16and is compatible withthe assessed longterm potential for EPS project at SDC,

2.2 “The Why” - Rationale for Public-Private Engagement
Why to engage with the Private Sector – Perspective of SDC
For SDC, thereare several reasons to engage withthe private sector:
• Greateroutreach and higher impact in view of achieving the SDGs by 2030: The private sector
disposes of a broad set of resources: technology and infrastructure, specialized expertise and
organizational capacities as well as financial resources, which can be mobilized in order to close

the technologicaland financinggap to reach the SDGs. Additionally, the presence in Switzerlandof
several multinationalsand of a strong financial sector provides a fertile ground for partnerships with

a potentiallylarge outreach,
Development of innovative instruments and approaches.- The private sector is a key source of

•

innovations such as new technologies. new products, entrepreneurial and financial models.
•

Enhancing sustainable solutions to address developmentchallenges.' 'privatesectorsolutions
for developmentchallenges have to be commerciallyviable while at the same time meeting social
and ecological requirements (so-called triple bottom line). Therefore, the approaches developed by

private sector actors, if successful, will provide longer-lastingsolutions, in economic, social and
ecological terms to development challenges.

Why to engagewith SDC- Perspectiveof the Private Sector

For the private sector the main reasons to engage with SDC are the following:

•

SDC’s field presence and long.term commitmentin differentgeographical regions. this is an

added value for private sector partners that wantto develop and introduce sustainable solutions in
these regions. The same is true withregards to SDC’s strong networks – in particular with political
decision makers

16The objectiveof reaching10% of EPS projectsacrossthe wtIOleS[X; portfolioby 2024has been in principleapprovedby the
SDC Directorate in November 2018, provided that it would be conoborated by an assessment of the EPS potential within SDC
see https://group.eda,admin.ch/CFouP/DËrektiorbfuer-Ent\Md<lung-Zusammenart>eit-DEZA/dezagremien/Politikfraqen%202017/Protokolle'7,20Politikfraqen%202018/Protokoll Politikfraqen 22 11 18.pdf#search=Politikfraqen

%2022%2EI 1%2E2018, p. 4.
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SDC’s position in International Cooperation. SDC’s credibilityas honestbrokerand professional
development organization makes it a strong partner for private sector actors interested in a
cooperation arrangement with the public sector.

•

•
•

Financial risk mitigation. SDC’s financialengagementscan reduce investmentrisks for the private
sector partners, where their funds are needed and can make a difference in view of achieving the

SDGs
Piloting of innovative approaches.- SDC’s financialengagement can enable the pilotingof
innovative methods and approaches aimed at generating new market opportunitiesfocused on
sustainable development impact,

Promotingsustainable business practices and a levellingof the playing-field. Privatesector
actors orientedtowards sustainable developmenthave an interest in engaging with SDC, and the
public sector at large, to promote sustainable industrystandards

SDC observesa growing interest of the private sector to engage in public-private partnerships

to address development challenges. The growing awareness of the general public of the
importanceof socially responsiblebusiness practices is perceived by a growing number of companies
as an opportunity to seize.

2.3 “The What” - Definition and Delimitations
Definition of Engagement with the Private Sector
join forces within an impact-driven development intervention. Both sides - public and private –
have ownershipof the joint project and act in a symmetric relationship.The co-ownership of the
intervention differentiates EPS from other forms of interactions with the private sector such as

mandates to the private sector or PrIvate Sector Developmentinterventions(see below),

SDC can delegate its own role in the EPS Partnership to an implementer. If implementers explicitly act

on behalf of SDC in a symmetric partnershipwith privatesector partners, this is considered as pn EPS
project as well.17Private sector partners are expected to contribute in cash and/or in-kind to an EPS

project. In-kindcontributionscount as cash-equivalentif they can be activated in line with international
accountingstandards. For reasons of monitoringand qualityassurance, every project that includes

EPS sub-components
and EPS partialactionsisconsideredan EPS project.Most ofSDC’s

multilateralpartners have their own strategies for engagement with the private sector. SDC supports
its multilateralpartners in their EPS endeavors. EPS initiatives of multilateral partners that are
specifically supported by SDC count as EPS project as well.18

Core characteristics of successful EPS-Projects

Co..initiating refers to joint developmentof a project,includingthe identificationof new ways to

address development challenges. An optional "co-initiation phase” allows for better alignment of
objectives among partners. Co-initiation doesn’t always apply. In particular, it doesn’t apply when
onboarding new partners into existing projects, when SDC enters ongoing projects, or when certain
EPS formats such as matching grants19are used. See Annex Vll (Co-creation} for more details.

Co-steeringreflects the shared engagement of the partners towards the project success,
Typically, both SDC and the private sector partners are activeËyparticipatingin the governing body of
an EPS project. This rule doesn't always apply. In particular, c&steering is less suited for strictly
humanitarian interventions, as well as in case of certain EPS formats, such as matching grants.

17in case of uncertainties.existingrules for privatesector capitalmobilizationin the area of climate change or according to
OECD standards can helpto decide whetheror not the collaborationof an implementingpartner with the privatesec:torcan be

consideredas SDC’s EPS project.
18E.9. BusinessCallfor Actionof the UnitedNationsDevelopment
Programme(UNDP).

19Matchinggrants or challengefunds refer to a competitiveEPS formatin which the donor launches a call for proposal focused
on a specific development challenge, and private sector actors can submit a project proposal, which indudes own co-funding,
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Co-funding is a compulsory element of EPS projects. Withoutco-funding, there is no EPS,
Generally, SDC aims to fund no more than 50% of the projectcosts, while recognizing thatthis rule
cannotbe appliedin all situations.The cost sharing mechanisms depend on specific factors and must
be established in each individual case:

• the public good character of the project(the largerthe share of public goods and services created
by the project,the more is a hËgherpublic fundingjustified,and vice-versa);
• the level of context-related risks (e.g. in high risk, fragile contexts, SDC may take over a higher cost

share to motivatepioneer privatesector actors to become active in the region, while in low-risk,

stable contexts it is expected that the private sector share is hi9her) ;
• cost-benefit considerations (e.g. when SDC partners with a small enterprise with a highly
innovative development-relevant expertise, but limited economic possibilities, it might be justified

for SDC to take over a higher cost share);

+ the number of funding partners involved (the more partners, the [ower SDC's contribution will be)

A successfulEPS-partnershiprelieson a common ground that needs to be established:
i) a shared set of values such as respect of human rights and no corruption as wellas a shared
vision of what impactis sought,

ii) a formal agreement reflecting mutual expectations and “the rules of the game”, and

iii)a shared understanding of the assets and strengths of each partner (financialresources,
expertiseand skills, networks and platforms,products and technologies) and how to mobilise them in
a complementary way.

Co-Initiating

Co-Steering

Co-Funding

Core attributes of effective EPS
Shared Risks

Shared Costs

Shared Benefit

(usually50:50)

“fair play”
ClarËfiedmutual expectations &a formal partnership agreernent
Complementary strengths, resources & skills
Common ground: shared set of values & a shared vision
Figure 2: Characteristics of EPS initiatives

Delimitations
Within the Scope of EPS:
1. Private Sector as development partner refers to a modalitywhere SDC and private sector

actor(s) jointly engage in a symmetrie collaboration for impact along the formula “shared vaËues

shared benefits, shared risks and shared costs” (example: co-funding, together witha large Swiss
multinational company, a project aimed at supporting Vietnamese smallholder farmers in producing
more coffee with less water),

2. Private sector as ally refers to situationswhere SDC financiallysupports, via a concrete project,

private sector platforms and engage in policy dialogue with like-minded private actors to promote a
common agenda oriented towards sustainable development (example: supporting the Swiss

chapterof the UN Global Compact via a specific projectcontribution)
Outside the Scope of EPS:
1. Private Sector as implementing partner or contractor in allkinds of projects.
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2. Private Sector being target of SDC policy interventions, e.g. in internationalfora and normsetting processes.
3. Private Sector being a beneficiary in Private Sector DevelopmentProjects,
Engagement with the Private Sector vs. Private Sector Development: EPS describes a symmetric
engagement with private sector partners based on co-funding and possibly co-steering and coinitiating. EPS is a modality that can be applied to basËcallyall sectors and contribute to all SDGs - to

some more, to some less, Instead, in PrIvate Sector Development(PSD), private sector actors are
beneficiariesof an SDC-funded intervention.PSD aims at the development of a dynamic private sector
in SDC partner countries; therefore, it contributes to those SDGs that focus on the economy (mainly

SDG 8, 9 and 12). Certain projects can encompass both EPS and PSD.

2.4 “The Who” - The Private Sector Actors withwhom SDC partners
with in EPS projects
Categories of Private Sector Partners and Opportunities of Engagement
SDC engages in EPS initiatives with those private sector partners that largely share its

commitment towards a sustainable development. Many companies are either genuinely committed
to sustainabledevelopmentor have their business interestin areas that favour the SDGs – in many
cases, it is a combination of both. SDC aligns shared interests towards a win-win situation

SDC engages with differentcategories of privatesector actors: large companies and multinationals,
SMEs, social enterprises20, impact investors21, and grant-making foundations22. Each category of

private sector partnerhas specific strengths and assets to bring into a partnership. Correspondingly,
the form of the engagement varies dependingon the type of partner,

• Large companies and multinationals bring in their considerable up-scaling potential: good
practices which have been developed within a cooperation with SDC can be widely replicated
throughout the company’s internal network. In addition, this category of private sector partner may
become a key player, a promoter and an ally in sectoral initiatives or in the development and
implementation of new standards,

e Social enterprises, havea missiontoaddress socialor environmentalproblems:to ensure

employmentor access to health services for poor people, to foster the use of clean and renewable
energy in ruralareas, etc. Their business modelis thereforecongruent with the goals of the SDC

• Start-ups and SMEs: as a rule, thesame as for social enterprisesapplies. Start-upsand SMEs
often add value to EPS projects thanks to their innovative niche products, e.g. satellite-based
technologies that can be used for crop insurance solutions for smallholder farmers.

• Impact Investors: While the above categoriesof potentialpartners belong to the real economy,
Impact Investors refers to those financialinvestors thatfocus on development outcomes. Engaging
with Impact Investors allows catalyzing substantial development-oriented investments with
relatively limited SDC resources (e.g. by providing a technical assistance facility to an investment
fund that invest in local companies which source from smallholder farmers). In addition, the rapidly
growing niche of impact investment has a potentiallylong-term transformative effect on the
financial sector, promoting practices of sustainable and inclusive finance,
• Grant-making foundations are usually an emanation of large companies or wealthy

entrepreneursand are therefore induded into the universe of SDC’s private sector partners. They
20A social enterpriseis an organisationwhich has social or ecologicalobjectives as its primary purpose. A social enterprise
mightbe for-profit,non-for-profitor use a hybrid model. Profits of social enterprises are usually reinvested in order to maximise

benefitsfor thesociety.

21Impact investors are individualsor institutionsmaking investmentsintocompanies, organizations. and funds with the intention
to generate a measurable, beneficial social or environmental impact alongside a financial return

22A grant-makingfoundationis a charitable foundationwhich disposes of its own capital and doesn’t rely on donations in order
to finance its activities
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are importantpartners in particularin areas where commercialinvestors are not yet ready to invest
due to high risks, hightransaction costs, ejc. Like social enterprises, grant-makingfoundations
show a high degree of congruence with the goals of the SDC.

Privatesector partnersin an EPS projectcan be from any geographic region, e.g. a Swiss

multinationalcompany active in developing countries, a medium enterprise from India, a social
enterprise from Mexico, an impact investment fund from Kenya, or a grant-making foundation from
Canada working in developing countries.

It is also importantto noticethat, while Non-GovernmentalOrganisations (NGOs), research centers
and academic institutionsare not partof the private sector, they are quite often involved in the set-up
of EPS projects (e.g. as implementing partner or convener), due to their specific know-how,

Criteriafor Engagement with a Private Sector Partner in EPS projects

As mentionedabove, the main criteriafor SDC in order to engage with a private sector actor in EPS

projectsare common values and a shared vision towards sustainable development, as wellas
the willingness and ability of private sector partners to enter into a relationship that has the core

characteristicsof successful EPS-Projects as described in chapter 2.3,

Beyond that, and in order to support the decision on whether or not to engage with a potential partner,
SDC uses a list of stri<,texclusion criteria as well as specific sectorial criteria for companies working in

criticalsectors. Independentlyfrom the category of privatesector partner or the reflectionson the
potentialfor engagement (see chapter 1.5), each potential partner is screened against exclusion
criteria and sectorial criteria. See Annex V for the list of exclusion and sectorial criteria,

2.5 “The How” - The Modalitiesof Engagementwith the Private Sector
Basic Principles of Engagement in a Project

As a complement to the criteria for engaging with a private sector actor, which have been spelled out

in chapter 2.4, the followingprinciples have to be observed when engaging in a specific EPS project.
Additionality: SDC wants to trigger engagements or investments that the private sector would not
make otherwise, or to make them happen more quickly, at a bigger scale or better in terms of
development outcomes. In short: it has to be clarified why SDC’s contribution is needed,

Subsidiarity and Complementarity;SDC willnot substitutetasks, roles or responslbilities
of other
parties. When engaging in a partnership project with the private sector, SDC will identify strengths and
resources of the involved partners in order to maximise synergies.

Avoiding marketdistortion and crowding out effects: whilein an early phase of an initiativeit

might be justified to limitthe partnership to a single or a few private sector actors who are willing to
incur specific risks or to engage in a development-relevant innovation, EPS shall aim at scaling-up
successful practices across companies within an industry. In this sense, the principle of avoiding
market distortion and crowding out effects has to orient the long-term perspectives of each
Engagement with the Private Sector.

The Cascade Approach
SDC willincreasinglyuse the Cascade Approach, which has been developed by the World Bank
Group. This approach implies the reversal of the currentfinancinglogic in ODA: instead of starting with
a grant as a standard, first the question should be answered whether the private sector could not

providethe requiredservice. If the privatesector refrains from doing so due to overly high risks, it shall
be assessed whether activities financed through ODA funds can influence the risk profile in such a

way as to make an investmentaffordablefor the privatesector. The grant should always be the last
financing instrument used after examinationand rejectionof the other options. This is because the
grant is the "most expensive" instrumentin thatit uses 100% of the ODA funds. The Cascade
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Approach does not intend to reduce the role of the state in partner countries. In fact, in many
cases developmentinterventionshave to remainwithinthe realm of the public sector. For these cases,
development agencies shall support partner countries in adopting sustainable policies in order to
create a fertile ground for private investments.

Cascade Approach: Who can overcome the
development challengethat we want to overcome?
UI

#

%
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F/:
a)

\<

Private Sector

can do it alone –
and does it

3
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does not (yet)
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+ Coordinate with other donors

cannot do it 1

Civil Society to do it

Figure 3: The Cascade Approach on how to overcome a development challenge

Strategic Engagement
SDC will continueto determine its strategic directions accordingto its strategicframeworksand
programs - EPS is a support to achieve them. The present Strategic Guidance will not determine
additional content or change any of the existing geographic and thematic strategies of SDC

(cooperationstrategies, mid-termorientations). It is designed to support and strengthen these

strategies – includingthe underlying ownership of SDC's partner countries – by using the specific
modality EPS. This applies aIso to the global programmes, where EPS aims at combining public and
private efforts to jointly solve development challenges.23 in this context, EPS is not about outsourcing

publictasks to privatecompanies, but about how to ensure the availability of public goods for
sustainable development.
In the past most EPS initiatives emerged from opportunities. This strategy of “planned opportunism”

was successful to create the existingportfolioincl. several very good and innovative EPS projects –

and should be continued. In addition to that, there is a need for a more systematic approach when
engaging with private sector actors and establishing EPS initiatives, due to the following factors:
• the number of EPS initiatives within SDC is rapidly increasing, calling for a strategically oriented

approach
• a more strategic approach is needed not only withregards to the project portfolio,but also to the
selection of partners: in order to achieve specific impact objectives, it is important to strategically

select the rightpartneror type of actor, based on a clear understandingof the differenttypes of
private sector partners and their characteristics and interests.

23Examples are Product DevelopmentPartnerships.where public and private partnersjoin forces to develop new medicines
against diseases that over-proportionally affect people living in development countries
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Transversal Topics
Gender Equality

From an economicperspective, gender blindnessresults in missed opportunities(e.9, gender diversity
in teams increases profitabilityand value creation24)and loss interms of profit and growth (e,g. Study
on losses in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) due to gender gap25).This is also increasingly recognized
by private investors, as it is reflected by the raising importanceof the concept of Gender Lens
Investing26.Additionally,the costs of inaction, analysed by some donors with respect to the
Preventionof Sexual At>use and Harassment (PSEAH), are also not negligible.27
From an institutionalperspective, mainstreamed and gender principal or significant projects deliver
better impact results, not limited to gender equality outcomes28. Furthermore, SDC has a clear
mandate to address gender equality in all its work. Lastly and simply put, gender equality is a human
right, to which Switzerland is strongly committed,

To integrateGender Equality, EPS projects shall include
• A gender analysis, as recommended by the Effectiveness Report on Gender Equality, highIIghts
entry points towards more inclusive economic development within a collaboration with the private

sector
• Based on these insights, define and design activities, objectives and indicators to address
gender gaps in EPS projects and monitor progress,

• Consider a specific gender target in the portfolioof Engagements with the Private Sector, in
order to contributeto transformativechange and live up to the institutionalmandate,

An EPS project promoting Gender Equality: Microfundfor Women
The Swiss Capacity Building Facility(SCBF) is a platformlaunched by the SDC which unites around

20 partners, mainly Swiss financial institutions and impact investors. The Facility aims to support
financial institutionsin the South and in the East in the development and upscaling of innovative
financial products for low income households in order to promote responsible financial inclusion. The
SCBF launched in 2018 an innovative project in cooperation with the Jordanian Microfund for Women

(MfW), aimed at introducinga loan programmetailoredto Syrian refugee women. MfW is the leading
microfinance institutionin Jordan, with 80% female cIIents. Thanks to the feasibility study conducted

withthe support of the SCBF, MfW was able to identifythe similaritiesand differences between the

needs of Syrian refugees versus other foreign-born residents and began adapting its service offerings

accordingly. The projectprovided lendingservices to around 4’000 Syrian refugee women, allowing
them in many cases to start an economËcactivity(e.g. a tailoringshop) and achieve economic
independence.The success of this pilotled MfW to increase lendingand non-financialservices to this
client segment and generated interest in refugee lending programs among Jordanian and foreign

microfinanceinstitutions,

Good Governance

As with Gender Equality, Good Governance has not so far been in the focus of donor policies in the
area of Engaging withthe Private Sector. However, the principlesof Good Governance –

transparency, accountability. participation, rule of law, effectiveness and efficiency, and equality and
24See the related research of McKinsey & Company, https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/orqanization/ourinsiqhts/]pliverinq-throuah-diversity

25See the study of the IntemationalMonetary Fund (IMF) on Closing the Gender Gap,

.https://www.imf.orq/extemal/pubs/ft/fandd/2019/03/pdf/closinq-the-gender-gap-dabla.pdf
26Gender lens investing is the practice of investing for financial return while also considering the gender impact of that
investment. There are three main approaches to gender lens investing: investing in businesses, initiatives or programmes that

a) are led by women, b) promote gender equityin theirinternatpractices and policies or c) offer products or services that
positively impact women.

27Quesüons related to PSEAH will be embeddedintoSDC’s risk assessment for private sector partners.
28See the Report on Effectiveness in the field of Gender Equality

https://www.sharewqt?,.9.1@ite/Q9nger/Documen}s/131nqgM?J}.eolicies/GendEr.%20inc?220thecY220M9.ggg.q,943pport%20onc[9?gEf!

ectiveness/PR-GENDER-EQ-2018-EN-web.pdf
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non-discrimination – are a basic requirement if EPS aims for effective results. The following issues

mustbe prioritizedwhen integratingGood Governance in SDC activitieswhich are of relevance for the
private sector.

First,favorableframework conditions, rule of law and good governance are key success factors

for private investments and therefore aIso for EPS. They are at the core of both SDC and SECO
effortsto promotea conducive environmentfor economic development. This requires constructive
cooperation of the privatesector withgovernmentalauthorities,and also, depending on the context,
with relevant non-governmental actors.

Second, good governance means to promote and work on strengthening and implementing
standards for privatesector actors. SDC can and should contributeto further develop Environmental
Social and Governance (ESG) as well as other relevant standards and promote the business and

human rightsagenda. In fragile contexts,workingon conflict-sensitivebusiness practices may allow
private sector actors to better assess risks and opportunities for engagement.

Third,withthe poolingof privateand publicfunds, EPS may be considered as exposed to risks of

corruption, misuse of public funds or illicitfinancial flows,particularlyin contexts withthe risk of state
capture. Therefore. all EPS initiatives and engagements have to integrate a risk assessment,

oversight systems and prevention measures to avoid all forms of corruption (see the section an
risk assessment in Annex VII)

Formats of Engagement
There are differentways to structure a collaborationwith the privatesector, depending on the

development objective, the context and the type and amount of actors involved. Therefore. SDC
distinguishes between various types of engagement modalities – the EPS formats. Projects that are
implemented as part of SDC Engagement with the Private Sector can be divided into two main

categories
1. Development.project.oriented EPS formats: projects based on development-projectoriented
formats are conceived in the logic of a development project, e.g. in the framework of a project cofinanced by the SDC, a company (or several companies) and possibly other donors.

2. Financial-market-orientedformats: these followan investment logic and can be subdividedinto
two sub-categories

• Grant-based instruments consist of not refundable contributions aimed at facilitating private
investments with development goals. These include e.g. Technical Assistance Facilities for private
investment funds with development objectives as well as so-called pay-for-result instruments
(impact bonds and social impact incentives)

• Return-based instruments differfrom grant-based instrumentsinsofar as repayments are
foreseen or at least possible; they includee.g. shares, loans, stakes in structured funds and
guarantees29.

A short description of the different EPS formats is provided in the Annex VI. It is worthwhile noticing

that SDC has already experience in using all the formats listed in this Annex,

Financial-market.oriented formats bear a high potential, Switzerlandis globallyone of the most
important financial markets with a very high volume of assets under management and specialized,

professionalstaff. This applies to the entirefinancialsector as well as to the rapidly increasing niche of
impactinvesting.The mobilization potential of Blended Finance is correspondingly high.

SDC will increasingly use all development.project-orientedformats as well as grant.based
financial-marketorientedformats. On the otherside, as the handlingof return-based financial.
29in the case of guarantees, a nort4isbursement may occur instead of a repayment
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market-.oriented formats calls for specific expertise, for the use of these formats in SDC’s countries
and thematic areas SDC will rely in future on a cooperation with specialized organisations such
as the Swiss InvestmentFund for Emerging Markets (SIFEM)

An innovativefinancial-market-orientedformat: The Social Impact Incentive (Sßa
promoted via a program co.funded by the Division Latin America and the Caribbean of SDC
Social entrepreneurs find innovative, effective and efficierit solutions to social problems with an
entrepreneurial approach. An example is the Peruvian company Inka Moss. In the Andean

Highlands, thereare few opportunitiesfor employmentand reliableincome for the subsistence
farmers that live in small, remote villages. Inka Moss is the only Peruvian company thatcollects and
processes, in a sustainable way. sphagnum moss – a naturalproduct that is highlydemanded by
international orchid growers. The company trains smallholder farmers to collect the moss and

become suppliersin its value chain. Inka Moss providesthem withfair wages, training, materials
and tools, as well as infrastructure development in their communities. In order to support social

entrepreneurssuch as Inka Moss and help them to rapidlyupscale their business model, SDC - in
cooperation with a consultancy firm – developed a new EPS format: the Social Impact Incentive,
The SlINC is a funding instrument that rewards social resp. high-impact enterprises with premium

payments upon two conditions=i) the achievementof predefined social outcomes – in the case of
Inka Moss linkedto the number of communitiesshiftingto a higher level of production, the number
of new harvesters, and the number of harvesters who move to a higher earnings bracket - and ii)
the mobilization of additional investments. In fact, the additional revenues provided by SDC enable
the company to improve profitabilityand attract private investment to scale.

3.

How to promote Swiss competences
3.1 SwissAddedValue
SDC’s main criteriaof contributingto the SDGs is the developmentimpact - and not the nationalityof
the private sector partner. Therefore, SDC activelyengages withprivate sector actors of all
nationalities.However. Swiss private sector partners have a specific added value in order to achieve
SDC’s goals. First, an obvious reason for engagingwith Swiss companies. investors or grant-making
foundationsis the proximity - both in the geographic and the cultural sense. Besides that, SDC,
Swiss private sector partners and also Swiss NGOs share specific expertise and know-how in certain
industries that can be applied to enhance development impact. SDC wiII focus its activities on

thematic areas where Switzerland has a recognized know-how, in which convincing results were
achieved in the past and added value can be provided also in the future3c>.

Example of valorizing Swiss competences: Public Private Partnership to Improve Sanitary

Education in Ukraine, co-funded by the Eurasia Division of SDC

In Ukraine, vocational schools focus on theory rather than on practical training and do not yet provide

theirgraduates with those skills and competences demanded by the market. This mismatch is an
imponant cause of low productivity.Againstthis background, the Swiss company Geberit and SDC
agreed to co-finance a project, which aims at improvingthe qualityand relevance of vocational

education and training for plumbers. Improved skills and knowledge tailored to the needs of the market
willcontribute to increase employability and income of young people.

So far, 260 graduates plumber-installershave been trained and 820 have been recentlyenrolled. A

new plumber training curriculum, professional standards and materials have been developed and
introduced in six vocational schools. A new infrastructure for practical trainings has been installed in

30Such thematic areas encompass. but are notlimitedto, Water and Sanitation.Agriculture and Nutrition. Health, Vocational
Skills Development. Disaster Risk Reduction, and FinancialServices.
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25 schools. The projectcooperates withthe Ministryof Educationand Science of Ukraine and aims at
involving in its second phase other industry actors.

3.2 Whole of Government Approach
Investing public resources for development requires a good coordination among aII Swiss public

actors. In the area of Engagement withthe Private Sector, SDC shall coordinate and exploit

synergies for a maximumimpactin particularwith SECO, SIFEM, the Human Security Division
(HSD} of the Federal Departmentof Foreign Affairs (FDFA}, and Switzerland Global Enterprise
(S-GE). Additionally,a tightcooperationwiththe economic and commercial sections of the Swiss

Embassies willcontribute to extend relevant networks and reach out to more potential private sector
acta rs

As a general principle, EPS, like other modalities of aid such as e.g. engaging with NGOs and using
country systems, is universal in its nature and shall therefore be used by different governmental

units active in International Cooperation. Good coordinationand a meaningfuldivision of labor is
then periodicallydiscussed and agreed at differentlevel with regards to thematictopics and strategic
orientation, operational programs and work instruments,

Whole of GovernmentApproach put into practice: REPIC Interdepartmental Platform, cofunded by the Global Program ClimateChange and Environment of SDC

Renewable Energy. Energy and Resource EfficiencyPromotion in Developing and Transition
Countries (REPIC) is an interdepartmentalplatformof the Federal Offices SECO, SDC, Federal Office
of Environment(FOEN> and Swiss Federal Officeof Energy (SFOE). The REPIC platform makes an
important contribution to the implementation of a coherent Swiss policy and strategy towards the

promotionof renewable energies, energy and resource efficiencyin internationalcooperation. It

contributes to the implementation of global climate protection agreements and the promotion of a

sustainable energy supplyin developingand transition countries, as well as in Switzerland. REPIC

profiles itself as a market-oriented competence center. It aims at the support of high potential bottomup projects from private sector, civil society and academia. Thanks to its financial contributions, REPIC

makes it possible to realise promisingprojects withincreased participation of Swiss companies and
organizations.Additionally,the REPIC platformsupports the exchange of experiences and networking
of Swiss and foreignstakeholders. Since its launch in 2004, more than 140 projects have been
promoted. All projects are co-financed by the submitting organisations; therefore, REPIC is not only an
example of interdepartmental cooperation, but also an EPS project in itself.

3.3 DonorcoordËnation
Engagementwiththe Private Sector is a relativelynew area of work for almost all donors. At the same
time, it has a very strong traction, it is therefore essential to exchange experËences and good (and

bad) practices in order to learn from each other. Some donors have for instance developed expertise
in a specific EPS format, and dispose of corresponding experiences that can be shared with other
donors.31

SD(, therefore actively participates in the most relevant donor coordination platforms on EPS in order
to learn from other donors, but also actively sharing its own innovations – e.g. the EPS format of

Social ImpactIncentive.

The maindonorplatformsare the EPS Working Group within the Donor Committee for Enterprise
Development (DCED), as well as different coordination platforms and events - mainly in the area of
31For instance, the Swedish InternationalDevelopmentCooperation Agency (SIDA) has a large guarantee scheme, whilethe
British Departmentfor IntemationalDevelopment(DFID) has a well-establishedexperience on Impact Bonds.
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Blended Finance – withinthe framework of the OECD. Other international platforms deal also with the

privatesector, in particularthe Global Partnership on Effective Development Cooperation. SD(, is
actively participating and periodically co-chairing these platforms and might selectively join other
emerging donor coordination fora,

3.4 Promoting Engagement with the Private Sector in SDC’s Multilateral
Partner InstËtutions

SDC’s multilateralpartnerships shallbe usedto leverage the impact at scale of EPS initiatives as
wellas to promotea favorable normative environmentfor working with the private sector,
Measures willinclude:
Engaging in knowledgesharing and learning exchanges on EPS with multilateralinstitutionsand

bringing best practices and experiences from EPS projects into the policy dialogue with multilateral
partner institutions(the so-called elevator approach) . This can be made via SDC’s participation in

the Board of these organisations,but also via other processes, e.g. in followup of the Addis Ababa
Action Agenda, i.e. in the Financing for Development Forum.32
Advocating in the governing bodies of multilateral institutionsfor enhanced EPS operations, and

promotingto this purpose the EPS awareness and skills of SDC representatives in the boards of
these institutions
• Supporting the enhancement of respective institutionalpolicies and related implementationand
reach-outactivities
• Fostering multi-bicollaboration in EPS projects.
• Making SDC’s privatesector partners attentiveabout EPS opportunitiesin multilateraland multistakeholder tora and platforms and integrating private sector actors into relevant international

processes33.
• Using multilateral/multi-stakeholder
fora to enhance SDC’s visibilityas a donor active in EPS.

4. How to walk the talk - Implementation of the Strategic
Guidance
This Strategic Guidance shall support SDC’s operationalunits in planning more EPS projects of good
quality. Specinc advice on relevant implementationaspects is provided in Annex Vll and covers the
following topics:

• Relevantapproachesfor Engagingwiththe PrivateSector, in particularBlended Finance, Risk
Transfer and Research Partnerships
• Roles and responsibilitieswithinthe organization,
• Human resources: staffingand externalresourcesas wellas organizationaldevelopment,
•

capaclty building and knowledge generation

Main instruments for Program Cycle Management: overall EPS management system, planning
tools, risk management approach. result measurement, contracts and procurement,

• External and internal communication,
• Next steps towards the implementationof this Strategic Guidance.
While these new conceptual bases and instrumentswillfacilitateSDC’s Engagement with the Private
Sector, its successful implementation will stand or fall with an increasing number of SDC staff

32As an example, SDC has organized a side event on Impact Investment during the Financing for Development Forum. giving
the topic higher visibility at the UN level

33E.g. by encouragingtheirparticipationin the Group of Friendsof Monterrey or the Financing for Development Forum (in

particularthe SDG InvestmentFair).
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members commltted and enthusiastic about using EPS as a modality of delivering International
Cooperation in their daily work.

An nexes :
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Annex VIII: Useful links
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